Systematic reviews are designed to answer a focused clinical question. They employ a predetermined explicit methodology to comprehensively search for, select, appraise, and analyze studies. Meta-analysis is the statistical pooling of the results of studies that are part of a systematic review. Systematic reviews are research studies and, like other studies, they need to be based on a structured and valid methodology and take measures to minimize bias. High-quality systematic reviews can be powerful tools to support clinical decision-making, as well as summarize current knowledge in relation to an area of research interest. This article describes the methodology that should be used when doing a systematic review, presents guidelines for reporting the review, and provides a guideline for critically appraising published reviews. W hen searching for the best evidence to support or change your clinical practice, to write a clinical paper or to prepare a grant proposal, it is increasingly likely that there will be systematic reviews or meta-analyses among the results of your search. By systematically identifying, appraising, synthesizing, and, if appropriate, statistically combining studies on a specific topic, systematic reviews have the potential to provide high-quality research evidence to guide clinical practice and support research proposals. 1 Meta-analysis is the statistical pooling of the results of studies that are part of a systematic review. 2
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Studies of Studies Sandra Engberg Systematic reviews are designed to answer a focused clinical question. They employ a predetermined explicit methodology to comprehensively search for, select, appraise, and analyze studies. Meta-analysis is the statistical pooling of the results of studies that are part of a systematic review. Systematic reviews are research studies and, like other studies, they need to be based on a structured and valid methodology and take measures to minimize bias. High-quality systematic reviews can be powerful tools to support clinical decision-making, as well as summarize current knowledge in relation to an area of research interest. This article describes the methodology that should be used when doing a systematic review, presents guidelines for reporting the review, and provides a guideline for critically appraising published reviews. W hen searching for the best evidence to support or change your clinical practice, to write a clinical paper or to prepare a grant proposal, it is increasingly likely that there will be systematic reviews or meta-analyses among the results of your search. By systematically identifying, appraising, synthesizing, and, if appropriate, statistically combining studies on a specific topic, systematic reviews have the potential to provide high-quality research evidence to guide clinical practice and support research proposals. 1 Meta-analysis is the statistical pooling of the results of studies that are part of a systematic review. 2 The increase in the number of systematic reviews has paralleled the evidence-based practice movement. A search of OVID MEDLINE from 1992 to 1996 using "systematic review" in the title yielded 61 articles. Between 1997 and 2002, that number increased to 1,617, while 4,859 articles were retrieved between 2003 and 2007. Busy clinicians often lack both the time and skills needed to find, review, critically appraise and synthesize the large number of studies that may be available on a clinical topic. When available, good systematic reviews can be invaluable tools in helping both clinicians and researchers determine the state of the science on a particular clinical problem. In classifications of levels of evidence, systematic reviews are included in the highest level of evidence. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] ■ Narrative Reviews of the Literature A narrative review of the literature, sometimes called an integrative review, is generally completed by someone with expertise in the topic being presented. The author selects the articles to be included, and while such reviews can be useful, there is evidence that they are sometimes of poor quality. 8 The sources searched and strategies used to identify and select studies for inclusion are often not specified and the extent to which they are critically appraised is variable. 9 In narrative reviews, authors often use subjective methods to select and interpret studies and tend to include and report findings that consciously or unconsciously support their biases and interests in relation to the topic. 8, [10] [11] [12] [13] Consequently, while such reviews are useful when seeking a broad perspective on a topic, they are less often useful in providing unbiased quantitative answers to specific clinical questions. 9
Systematic Reviews
In contrast to a narrative review, a systematic review is designed to answer a focused clinical question and employs a predetermined explicit methodology to comprehensively search for, select, appraise, and analyze studies. 9, 14 The scientific rigor of this process decreases bias and is what makes a systematic review research and distinguishes it from a narrative review. 15 Over the past 3 decades, there has been a significant growth in the science of systematic reviews including statistical techniques, production centers, software, and quality standards. 16 Like other research studies, a protocol is developed before beginning the review. Table 1 summarizes the steps in a systematic review. The methods used in each step should be reported so that the process used is transparent and replicable. 16 J WOCN ■ Volume 35/Number 3 Engberg 
■ The Question
A clearly formulated question is central to a high-quality systematic review. The question will define which studies should be included, guide the search strategy used to identify relevant studies, and determine what data need to be extracted from each study. Counsell 17 recommends including 4 elements in the clinical questions addressed by systematic reviews: (1) the patients of interest, (2) the exposure of interest, (3) the comparison exposure, and (4) the outcome(s) of interest. Depending on the type of review, the exposures (of interest and comparison) may include specific interventions, risk or prognostic factors or diagnostic studies. In addition to the primary question of the review, the reviewer may poise secondary questions. These questions should also be stated a priori and form the basis for secondary analyses such as examining the efficacy on the intervention of interest in subgroups. 14 In a published systematic review, the question is often reworded as the aim or purpose of the review. In their recently published protocol for a planned systematic review, Garcia and colleagues 18 identified their aim as "to assess the efficacy of care in ostomized patients by nurses with a specific training in stomatherapy versus the care by staff nurses without a specific training in stomatherapy." (p2) This purpose contains the 4 elements that Counsell 17 and Meade and Richardson 19 identify as a critical starting point for a high-quality review: (1) the patients of interest: ostomized patients, (2) the intervention exposure of interest: care provided by nurses with specific training in stomatherapy, (3) the comparison intervention exposure: care provided by staff nurses without specific training in stomatherapy, and (4) the outcome of interest: efficacy of care. The authors operationally define the efficacy of care as early and late stoma complication and quality of life.
■ Identifying Criteria for Selecting Studies
The second step in conducting systematic reviews is identifying the criteria that will be used to select studies for inclusion in the review. The goal is to ensure that as many relevant studies as possible are identified. The selection criteria should match the clinical question. The reviewer should compile a set of explicit inclusion criteria based on the elements of the review question. 19 The intervention (exposure) of interest may include not only the type of treatment or exposure but also the intensity, frequency, and duration, depending on the question of interest. The comparison (control) intervention needs to be specified as well and, depending on the type of review, may include another treatment or placebo, absence of a risk or prognostic factor, or a gold standard diagnostic test. 17 The outcomes of interest should be defined and translated into explicit selection criteria. The patient population should be specified and may include a specific disease or health problem, clinical setting, and/or patient characteristics. Systematic reviews of treatments should include both beneficial and adverse outcomes. 17 Inclusion criteria often also include the timeframe for measuring the outcome(s).
Additional inclusion criteria should also be specified. One of these is the languages in the studies that will be included. Since studies are published in different languages, selecting only English language articles may bias the results of the review. 19 Financial and time limitations may, however, preclude the inclusion of all studies regardless of language since this will generally mean that translation is needed. The reviewer should also specify the study designs that will be included. The types of studies that should be included will vary with the clinical question that the review is addressing. When the question asks about the efficacy of an intervention, ideally the review includes only randomized clinical trials using an intention-to-treat approach when analyzing efficacy and objective, ideally blinded, outcome measures. For many nursing interventions, however, there may be few studies meeting these criteria, and reviewers need to consider other study designs that could answer their questions. The timeframe for the review should also be specified.
Another a priori decision that the reviewer needs to make is whether or not to include gray literature. Gray literature includes unpublished studies and studies published in sources other than widely available journals. 20 Examples include conference abstracts, research reports, book chapters, dissertations, unpublished data, policy documents, and personal correspondence. There are advantages and disadvantages of including this type of literature in a systematic review. The primary concerns about this literature are that, unlike research reports published in peer-reviewed journals, these studies may have been either rejected by a journal after being peer reviewed or never submitted and, therefore, not subjected to peer review. Both raise concern about the quality of the studies. All unpublished studies are not, however, of low quality, and not all published studies are of high quality. 20 In 2 reviews, studies with significant results were significantly more likely to be published than those without significant results. 21, 22 In the Dickersin and Min 21 study, statistical significance was the only study characteristic significantly associated with publication. 
Steps in a Systematic Review
1. Formulate the question to be addressed 2. Identify the criteria that will be used to select studies 3. Plan, implement, and disclose the literature search strategy 4. Identify relevant studies 5. Extract data from the selected studies 6. Analyze the extracted data 7. Draw conclusions based on the data provide a record of judgments made in relation to each identified study. 19 Like all data collection instruments, the form should be pilot tested for clarity, ease of use, and reliability, and revised, if necessary, prior to use in the review.
■ Identifying Relevant Studies
Once the inclusion criteria are identified, the next step is to conduct the literature search. To meet the goal of identifying all relevant studies, multiple search strategies need to be employed. A simple MEDLINE search has been shown to identify only about half of the evidence available from clinical trials. 26 Multiple databases should be searched with the specific databases included based on the topic of the review. Table 2 provides a list of electronic databases: what they cover and how they can be accessed. Prior to starting the search, search terms (keywords) that reflect the inclusion criteria need to be identified. Different search terms may need to be used when searching different databases. A reference librarian is an invaluable resource in constructing and implementing the search strategy for a systematic review.
Even when more than 1 database is searched, potentially relevant studies may not be identified. 17 Additional strategies should be employed including a search of the Cochrane Central Register of controlled trials ( Table 2) Excluding gray literature may introduce publication bias and threaten the validity of a review. 20 Gerber and colleagues 23 Excluding gray literature from the meta-analyses resulted in significantly larger estimates of treatment effectiveness. Hopewell and colleagues 25 conducted a systematic review of studies investigating the impact of including gray literature in randomized trials of interventions (n ϭ 5 studies). On average, published trials showed a 9% greater treatment effect than trials from the gray literature. The findings from these 2 reviews suggest that failure to include gray literature in systematic reviews is likely to introduce bias into a review and may overestimate treatment effectiveness.
After determining the inclusion criteria for selecting studies, it is generally helpful to develop a checklist of the selection criteria. Using a form during the literature, search will simplify the selection process, increase reliability, and and reviewing the reference lists of the relevant published studies that were found. 26 Additional studies may be identified by hand researching journals relevant to the review topic. This is, however, time consuming. While current evidence supports including gray literature in reviews, particularly when examining the efficacy of interventions, accessing this literature can be challenging. Search strategies that can be used include examination of presentation abstracts, Internet searches, and contacting experts and colleagues in the field. After pilot testing the inclusion criteria on a sample of studies, experts recommend that 2 reviewers apply them independently to select potentially relevant studies from those retrieved using the search strategies. 19, 26 This is recommended to reduce the likelihood of bias and errors during the selection process. 27 A consensus method should be used to resolve any disagreements about the inclusion of studies, involving a third reviewer as necessary. 26 
■ Extracting Data From Selected Studies
Once the studies that will be included in the review are identified, the next step is to review the selected studies using a standardized form that has been pilot tested with known studies. During this process, studies are critically appraised to assess their quality (validity). In addition, the relevant data that will be part of the review are extracted from each study. The data extracted during the review will vary depending on the purpose of the review (the question addressed) but may include information about the characteristics of the subjects in each study, the setting, interventions, outcome measures, and follow-up. 15 At least 2 reviewers should independently review each paper to extract the data and evaluate the study quality, and the same method used to achieve consensus about the selection of studies should also be used during this phase of the review. 26 Some experts recommend blinding reviewers to the author, journal, and funding source during the quality-review process. 15 Jadad and associates 28 examined the impact that blinding reviewers had on quality ratings. Blinded assessments produced significantly lower and more consistent quality scores than unblinded evaluations.
Study quality refers to the extent to which the design and conduct of the study (including analysis of the data collected) minimized the potential for bias. 19 The criteria used to evaluate quality will vary with the focus of the review. 19 Randomized controlled trials (RCT) should be evaluated for 4 types of bias: (1) selection bias, (2) performance bias, (3) attrition bias, and (4) detection bias. 15, 29 Selection bias is related to the method used to randomize subjects. Bias is reduced by concealment-preventing investigators from knowing to which group subjects will be assigned prior to randomization. The goal is to prevent anyone from influencing the allocation decision (ensuring that it is truly random). Performance bias is systematic differences in the care subjects receive other than the intervention being studied. The most effective way to prevent performance bias is to blind both subjects and those delivering the care to subjects' group assignment. Attrition bias refers to systematic differences between the treatment and control (comparison) groups resulting from the loss of subjects from the study. Detection bias refers to systematic differences in the evaluation of outcomes in the treatment and control groups. The most effective method for protecting against detection bias is for the person(s) assessing the outcomes to be blinded to the group to which subjects were assigned. The quality evaluation of RCTs should examine the extent to which measures were taken to prevent each type of bias. As the risk of bias increases (ie, more criteria for reducing the 4 threats are not met), confidence in the results of the study decreases (the validity of the findings is called into question). If the information presented in the paper is unclear, the reviewer should try to contact the author to provide clarification. 29 When quasi-experimental studies (intervention studies where subjects are not randomly assigned to groups) are included in the review, there will be differences in the treatment and control groups that could affect the outcomes making an intervention appear to be more or less effective than it actually is. Investigators may have taken steps such as matching treatment and control subjects on characteristics that could affect the outcome or controlling for those characteristics when examining the outcomes to try to limit bias. It is impossible, however, to control for all characteristics that could affect the outcome (confounders) since some factors are invariably unknown or not evaluated. 29 Despite the concerns about the quality of quasi-experimental studies, reviews may include them if there are few or no RCTs available.
The quality assessment can be used in varying ways in the review. Sometimes it is used to exclude studies; studies below a prespecified quality level are excluded. It can also be used to explain inconsistencies in the results of studies reviewed. Some reviewers will elect to keep all studies and do a sensitivity analysis, to determine if the overall results are the same when the lower-quality studies are included in the analysis as when they are excluded. Finally, some reviewers will weight studies according to their quality when combining the results of the studies during data analysis. In this way, higher-quality studies have more influence of the summary result. 29 There is no agreement on which approach should be used. for example, subject demographic characteristics, characteristics (eg, severity) of the health problem and the intervention being studied, and characteristics of the studies. This synthesis will allow the reviewer to see the overall characteristics of the studies included. It can also identify substantial differences between the studies (clinical heterogeneity) that may make it inappropriate to synthesize the data quantitatively. 27 Qualitative assessments of heterogeneity involve evaluating the studies for designrelated and result-related heterogeneity. 30 The assessment for design heterogeneity looks at 4 aspects of the original studies: (1) the subjects, (2) the interventions, (3) the outcomes, and (4) the methods. It is generally not appropriate to quantitatively combine data from studies that are very different from one another in relation to these characteristics. 27, 29, 30 When qualitatively assessing the results of the primary studies for heterogeneity, the reviewer examines (1) the degree of overlap of the confidence intervals around the studies' point estimates of effect and (2) the disparity between the point estimates themselves. If the results of the study differ greatly, it may not make sense to combine them. 2 If, however, the reviewer decides to combine them, there are statistical approaches designed to deal with heterogeneity. Hatala and colleagues 30 state that studies should not be combined quantitatively if there are highly disparate (very different) point estimates with very little overlap of their confidence intervals. There are also statistical approaches that can be used to test the heterogeneity of the results of the studies being considered for quantitative synthesis. If it is deemed inappropriate to combine the results statistically (quantitatively), the findings should be described qualitatively.
■ Analyzing the Extracted Data
The quantitative synthesis of outcomes from studies in the review is meta-analysis. All or only a portion of the included studies may be combined to provide summary results for the review. 27 The advantage of meta-analysis is that combining the samples from the individual studies increases the overall sample size and, therefore, the power to detect treatment effects, as well as the precision of the effects. 8 The large sample size can also allow the reviewer to examine treatment effects in subgroups of subjects.
The Cochrane Handbook recommends that meta-analysis follow basic principles. 29 It should typically occur as a 2stage process. First, a summary statistic such as effect size or relative risk (RR) is calculated for each study to be combined. Then, a summary effect estimate is calculated. Studies may be weighted during this process; the larger the weight, the more a study contributes to the average effect. The 2 statistical models used to combine data in a metaanalysis are the fixed effects model and the random effects model. 26 The fixed effects model is based on the assumption that the true effect of an intervention is the same (in both direction and magnitude) in all the studies included in the meta-analysis (ie, fixed across studies). This assumption implies that observed differences among study results are due solely to chance and that there is no statistical heterogeneity. 29 If heterogeneous results (statistically heterogeneous) are included in the review, a random effects model should be used for the meta-analysis. A random effects meta-analysis model is based on an assumption that the effects being estimated in the different studies are not identical but follow some distribution. This model assumes that the studies included in the review are a random sample from a theoretical universe of all studies and that their results are randomly placed around some central value. 27 In addition to the summary effect statistic, the standard error of the pooled effect can be used to calculate a confidence interval. The confidence interval provides an estimate of the precision (certainty versus uncertainty) of the summary estimate. 29 Wider confidence intervals indicate greater uncertainty (less precision) in the estimated effect.
The summary effect measure calculated during the meta-analysis will generally be determined by how the outcomes were reported in the primary studies being combined. 31 When the study outcomes were dichotomous (binary; eg, the presence or absence of the outcome of interest), the 3 summary statistics most often reported are the odds ratio (OR), RR, and risk difference (RD). The OR is the ratio of the odds (likelihood of the outcome) in the treatment group to the odds for the control group. RR is the ratio of the risk of the outcome in the treatment to the risk in the control group. RD, also sometimes called the absolute risk reduction, is the difference between the observed risks (proportions of individuals with the outcome of interest) in the treatment and control groups. 8, 29, 31 When the pooled studies' outcomes are continuous, the summary statistics most often reported are the mean difference (weighted mean difference [WMD]) and standardized mean difference (SMD). The WMD reports the intervention effect as the weighted difference in the mean values of the intervention and control groups. 27 When the means from the individual studies are combined during the metaanalysis, the mean of each study is most often weighted by the precision of its estimate of effect (ie, the inverse of its variance) but may also be weighted by the sample size. 32 Weighted mean difference should be used only when all of the pooled studies used the same scale to measure the outcome of interest. 29 The SMD (also called the effect size) expresses the size of the treatment effect in each trial relative to its variability. It does not require that all studies measure the outcome in the same way. 29 Graphics are often used to help present the results of a meta-analysis. The typical graph, a Forest plot, displays the effect estimates and confidence intervals for each pooled study as well as the meta-analysis. 29 The results from the individual studies are generally shown as squares representing Difference in mean outcome between groups 29 Standard deviation of outcome among participants SMD ϭ the point estimate (eg, OR of effect size) for each study. The corresponding confidence interval (usually 95%) is shown as a horizontal line running through the square. The overall estimate from the meta-analysis and its confidence interval are often represented as a diamond (the method of representation varies) at the bottom of the plot. The pooled point estimate (eg, pooled OR) is the center of the diamond, and its confidence interval is represented by the horizontal tips of the diamond. 33 The vertical line dividing the plot represents no effect (an OR or RR of 1 or an RD, WMD or SMD of 0).
Point estimates (individual and pooled) to the left of the line (your right when looking at the page) generally indicate that the experimental intervention was more effective than the control (comparison) intervention (or that the outcome was more likely to occur in the group with the characteristic of interest than in those without it), while those to the right (your left) generally indicate that it was less effective (or that the outcome was less likely to occur in the group with the characteristic of interest than in those without it). The reviewer should, however, label the plot so this is clear. If the horizontal (confidence interval) lines cross the vertical line of the plot, it generally indicates that the difference in the treatment and control groups was not statistically significant at a P ϭ .05 level (95% confidence interval). The plot allows the reader to view the data that went into the meta-analysis as well as the results of the pooled analysis. The same procedures are used to analyze and present data on subgroups if there are also questions/aims addressing the effect(s) in subgroups of subjects. Figure 1 shows a Forest plot from a fictitious review where the outcomes were dichotomous and reported as ORs. The clinical question in this systematic review with meta-analysis was, "Are nursing home residents with combined (fecal and urinary) incontinence more likely to develop pressure ulcers than those who have only urinary incontinence (UI)?" Four fictitious studies were part of this review. Each examined characteristics of nursing home patients who had pressure ulcers, including combined incontinence and UI alone. In 2 of the studies (A and B), the point estimate (OR) is to the left of the vertical line (when looking at the plot), suggesting that the subjects in these fictitious studies who had combined incontinence were less likely to develop pressure ulcers than those with only UI. The confidence intervals of both studies, however, cross the vertical line, which represents an OR of 1, indicating no statistically significant difference in the likelihood of developing a pressure ulcer in the 2 groups (those with combined incontinence and those who had only UI). In studies C and D, the point estimates are located to the right of the vertical line (when looking at the page), suggesting that subjects with combined incontinence were more likely to develop pressure ulcers than those with only UI. The confidence interval in studies C, however, also crosses the vertical line, which should be interpreted as an OR that is not statistically significantly different from 1. In contrast, in study D, the line representing the confidence does not cross the vertical line. In this study, subjects with combined incontinence were significantly more likely to have pressure ulcers than those with only UI. When the results of these studies were pooled during the meta-analysis, the point estimated (combined OR) was to the right of the vertical line, but the confidence interval crossed the vertical line. If data from this fictitious meta-analysis were to be used to answer the clinical question posed, the answer would be "no"; nursing home residents with combined incontinence are not significantly more likely to develop pressure ulcers than those who had only UI.
■ Drawing Conclusions Based on the Data
In the final step in the review, like in all research studies, the reviewer discusses the findings of the review and draws conclusions based on them. If the findings of the review are not consistent with the findings of studies included in the review or with previous reviews, possible reasons for these differences should be discussed. There should also be a discussion of the limitations and potential biases of the review and the implications of the review both for clinical practice and future research.
■ Reporting Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
In an attempt to improve the quality of published metaanalyses, the Quality of Reporting of Meta-analyses (QUOROM) conference was convened to address the issues related to reporting this type of study. The focus of the conference was on meta-analyses of RCTs, but many of the recommendations are also applicable to systematic reviews without meta-analysis and to reviews that 
Summary of QUOROM Recommendations for Meta-Analyses of RCTs
Title identifying the report as a meta-analysis or systematic review Structured abstract that includes the purpose of the review and a brief summary of the methods (data sources, selection criteria, method of validity assessment, data abstraction, study characteristics, and method of data synthesis), results, and conclusions Body of the paper Introduction section including a description of the clinical problem, the biological rationale for the intervention, and the rationale for the review Methods section that provides detailed information on the search strategies used, the criteria and method used to select studies, the criteria and process used to assess the quality of the studies included, the process used to abstract data from the studies, the types of studies (designs, sample characteristics, interventions, and outcomes) included, how clinical heterogeneity was addressed and how data were quantitatively synthesized (including how missing data were handled and statistical heterogeneity was assessed) Results including a flowchart showing the flow for the review from the identification of potentially relevant studies to the studies that contributed to the pooled effect estimate, a description of each of the studies that were part of the meta-analysis, and results of the quantitative data synthesis Discussion summarizing the key findings, clinical inferences in light of the limitations, interpretation of the findings in light of current evidence, potential biases, and implications for future research.
Abbreviations: QUOROM, Quality of Reporting of Meta-Analyses; RCT, randomized controlled trials.
include other types of studies. Table 3 provides a summary of the QUOROM recommendations of what should be included in the report of a meta-analysis of RCTs. Before deciding whether or not to use the findings of a systematic review to guide clinical care, clinicians need to critically appraise the quality of the review and the applicability of its findings to their patient population. In doing this, the clinician should examine the extent to which the review was clearly reported. Other questions to consider during the appraisal are listed in Table 4 .
■ Conclusion
High-quality systematic reviews can be powerful tools to support clinical decision making, as well as summarize current knowledge in relation to an area of research interest. Like all research studies, systematic reviews need to be based on a structured and valid methodology and measures should be taken to minimize bias.
